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ABSTRACT
This article will explore William Walton’s score for the Mousetrap scene (or the
play within the play) in Hamlet (Laurence Olivier, 1948) with regard to the elements of early music detectable in its style. I will ask to what extent developments
in historical performance practice informed its composition, or whether it is possible to identify in the work other factors independent of any historicist revival.
IZVLEČEK
Razprava preučuje slogovne elemente stare glasbe v partituri Williama Waltona za
sceno Mišelovke (oz. igre v igri) v filmu Hamlet, ki ga je leta 1948 režiral Laurence
Olivier. Ob tem se zastavlja vprašanje, do kolikšne mere je razvoj historične izvajalske prakse vplival na komponiranje glasbe v tem filmu oz. ali je mogoče med
vplivi na filmsko glasbo Hamleta najti še druge dejavnike, neodvisne od procesa
oživljanja historicistične prakse.
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This paper will contribute to the very slim literature that draws together
two apparently distant fields – early music (its performance, criticism and associated performance practice scholarship) and film music studies. The fact
that this odd couple have seldom been seen together is surprising given the
volume of material available for analysis (costume dramas with musical accompaniment of one kind or another continue to find success in mainstream
cinema) although some significant work has emerged in recent years examining the exploitation of extant classical music in narrative film. This is not my
concern here; rather, I intend to ask questions about so-called historicallyinformed performance when applied to original music composed for a socalled period film1 made at a time when the phenomenon we now know as
*
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the early music revival was – if not actually in its infancy – by no means a
mainstream concept.
The following discussion will take a scene from Laurence Olivier’s
film of Hamlet (1948) which is particularly interesting in terms of both the
language of early music that the composer William Walton chooses to use
and also from the standpoint of screen-music concepts such as diegesis and
empathy.
Like a ghost from the British cinematic past, Laurence Olivier’s Hamlet
recently emerged again in the broadsheet press in connection with Slumdog
Millionaire (Danny Boyle, 2008). Boyle’s rags-to-riches Bollywood adventure was the first film entirely funded in Britain to win Best Picture at the
Academy Awards since Hamlet.2 It is interesting to reflect on the fact that
between 1948 and 2008 we have seen an enormous shift in the culture and
industry of film scoring: it seems unlikely that Boyle, or indeed any top-flight
mainstream director today, might approach a well-established concert composer for a major commercial project.3
However, Walton would have been the first to admit that he wrote film
music for the money, and even in that relatively golden era of British film
music from the late-1930s through to the late-1950s – during which time Benjamin Britten, Ralph Vaughan Williams, Arnold Bax, Arthur Bliss and Malcolm Arnold all tried their hand to varying degrees at the craft 4 – there was
a snobbery applied to the practice of composing for the screen which might
arguably have contributed to the gradual removal of the art music sector of
composers from the film industry. Britten made no secret of the fact that he
did not take film music particularly seriously,5 and ten years before Hamlet
Walton wrote to his publisher expressing his dilemma over whether “to become a film composer or a real composer”6 now that he had bought a house
with the money made in films. On the other hand, as K.J. Donnelly notes,
“famous composers were a cinematic attraction” in Britain in the 1930s and
1940s, British film music being conceived “in opposition to Hollywood’s industrial modes”7 – a reference to the system (still widespread today), of teamdriven production-line scoring in the US film industry.
After collaborating on their wartime adaptation of Henry V (1944), Laurence Olivier and William Walton joined forces again in 1948 for Hamlet,
an altogether darker project, fittingly shot in black and white in contrast to
2
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the bold colour of Henry. It was as if the wartime spirit demanded light and
pageant from Olivier, while peace brought self-reflection. This article will
concentrate on the Mousetrap scene (III.2), or the Players’ Scene, in which a
group of travelling actors present a play chosen by Prince Hamlet (Olivier).
He hopes this performance will provoke his murderous uncle Claudius (Basil
Sydney) to react, thus confirming Hamlet’s suspicions that Claudius killed
the old king, Hamlet Sr. This scene, complex in Shakespeare’s text through
the interaction of players and watching courtiers, is likewise presented in
a virtuosic display of fluid, long-take cinematography. It includes one long
tracking shot, moving from the on-stage action to the faces of the onlookers and back again (see Plate 1). Such a sequence is a gift to a screen composer, and in Walton’s treatment of it one can find a startling awareness of the
interplay of diegetic and non-diegetic approaches, and similarly a frequent
shifting between the recognisably Waltonian symphonic style, informed by
leitmotivic screen music convention, and a contrasting mode of writing with
an antiquated and self-consciously pre-Romantic flavour.

Plate 1: The Tracking Shot

Since Façade (1922), Walton’s work had been shot through with an inter-disciplinary streak, largely due to his association with the Sitwell set,
who had supported the young composer after discovering him at Oxford.
His score for the play scene in Hamlet may be seen in the context of a body
of work that time and again responds to visual stimuli, from the obscuring
front-cloths of Façade (intended to redress the balance of power between
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music, text and visuals) to the bawdy cartoons of Thomas Rowlandson (the
inspiration for Portsmouth Point (1926) and a lost early ballet on the Dr. Syntax series). Film music was therefore a natural field for the composer to explore, but it is interesting to reflect on how Walton responded to the demands
of a Shakespearean costume drama in his music.
My analysis here will ask to what extent Walton’s music for the scene is
derived from a genuine historical awareness, or whether other factors might
be at work – particularly the impact on the composer of those paradoxical
strands of musical modernism which revisit the past. The first consideration
however, must be that there is always an expectation in mainstream cinema
that composers should work within certain stylistic constraints appropriate to
its populist sensibilities. Within this, the genre of the costume drama carries
its own musical implications. Emerging in the literature is a critical recognition of composers’ tendency to construct their own versions of what so-called
early music sounds like, and one also suspects that we as the audience are
complicit in this. When a composer writes a score that is supposed to evoke
a certain time gone by, he or she is often likely to use what Russell Lack describes as stylistic “shorthand”.8 It is a concise term, one that may be applied
to other generic musical modes, and is of course prevalent in an industry
wherein time constraints can impinge on aesthetic integrity, whatever form
that may take. However, my reading of Walton’s music in Hamlet will uncover an arguably more significant context for the stylistic references to early
music: that of the neo-classical movement. It appealed to Walton because it
acknowledged the past while being essentially modern, and my argument
will show how his music for the film can be best interpreted as being drawn
from a neo-classical influence perhaps more than any other source.
The costume design and the mise en scène of Hamlet tell us that the
period placement is firmly late-Elizabethan or early Jacobean, and the play
scene is a rare moment in which the broad range of characters in the play
are presented together: the King and his courtiers alongside the lowly players. Much attention was given by Roger Furse, Carmen Dillon and Elizabeth
Hennings (the latter uncredited) to the look of the scene, in set and costume
design. However, the extraordinary diverse collection of instruments that is
listed in the following description of the scene by the film’s musical director Muir Mathieson makes us aware that liberties are already being taken at
least with the instrumentation, regardless of what the music actually sounds
like. The following ensemble, although not wildly inappropriate, is certainly
anachronistic, if only for its inclusion of the cor anglais (Mathieson seems to
forget about the viola):

8
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Then the players make their entry, accompanied by a small group of musicians, [viola], cello, oboe, cor anglais, bassoon, and harpsichord. He opens
with a sarabande, music in a slow three-in-a-measure dance time often encountered in 17th and 18th century music, and follows this with a slower,
sinister passage for the entry of the poisoner.9

On-screen, we see only three musicians, briefly glimpsed twice in passing: one playing what appears to be a violin, the second a small woodwind instrument (possibly a recorder) and the third is long and shawm-like (see Plate
2). The entry that Mathieson describes is actually a fast-moving dance-like
piece structured in groups of three simple-time bars, which is followed by the
sarabande when the on-stage action begins. A glance at Walton’s autograph
score reveals this opening to be scored in 2/4 time, not the 3/2 that might be
assumed by listening. The angular meter and Lydian mode, in combination
with the open fifths, results in a calling, gathering feel, like a rustic fanfare
(see Plate 3).

Plate 2: The On-Screen Musicians

9
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Plate 3: The Entry of the Players

These fourteen bars up to Walton’s figure 1 in the score remain unpublished in print, not surviving (in their original form) in Christopher Palmer’s
concert suite of the score, Hamlet: A Shakespeare Scenario.10
The sarabande section gives us some idea of the nature of Walton’s inner
early musician. Lower-note trills give a more exotic feel than one suspects
Walton intended, and voice-leading that hints at – but technically does not
qualify as – a false relation just before figure 2 in the autograph score implies
an antiquated Englishness and gives more flavour to the score. His harmonic
sequence one bar after figure 2 is functional enough, but in combination with
the faux-Renaissance rhythms and grace notes it again gives away Walton’s
tendency to facile approximation. This is not a pastiche of any particular
composer; on the evidence of this music, there is no effort at a sophisticated
stylistic portrait (Walton, having been a choral scholar at Oxford, knew at
least a little of the music of William Byrd). This is not to say that nothing of
the music of the major Renaissance composers survives here, but the links
are tenuous and difficult to identify if they are there at all. The clearly defined
phrases of the sarabande recall the poise and melodic flair of John Dowland,
but his harmonic richness is absent. Lack’s concept of “stylistic shorthand”
comes into play here (see Plate 4).

Plate 4: Stylistic Shorthand

10

Hamlet (arranged by Palmer).
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Mirroring the roving motion of the camera, Walton’s score subsequently
transforms from a small band of musicians to a full orchestral underscore,
and as this change takes place, he chooses a familiar theme in the bassoon,
which we might remember from the first appearance of the ghost near the
opening of the film. This happens at the point of the entry of the player murderer on stage, and is marked in the autograph as such (see Plates 5 and 6).

Plate 5: The Murderer

The theme, building up and bolstered by full brass, side drum, xylophone and tam-tam against the faces of the onlookers, soon gives way again
to our little band of players when the camera once more points at the stage,
reverting to much the same musical material as before. For the modern listener, there are more ghosts at work than that of Hamlet’s father, summoned
so clearly at this point by the score. Walton’s late-Romantic sensibilities are
being haunted by a strange and undeniably charming early music.
I would argue, though, that Walton is giving a peculiar authority to the
orchestral passages, being as they are in an underscoring role for what we
might call the reality of the viewing characters. Perhaps the composer is operating under an unconscious belief that early music might be associated with
artifice, and this has a qualitative implication. Further I would venture that
this might be placed within the historical context of an early music revival
that had not yet found its post-war footing. Early music is here fabricated, not
real, offset against the actual characters in the play Hamlet, who are assigned
rich and sinister orchestral material. There is blurring of these boundaries,
inevitably, but this theory holds on repeated viewings of the scene.
In another short article by Mathieson on Hamlet, he describes the scene
again but in particularly telling language:
Then come the players, introduced and accompanied during their performance by a small group of musicians. We hear first the music makers; for
this the composer provided a delightful period work for violins [sic], cello,
oboe, cor anglais, bassoon and harpsichord.11

The phrase “a delightful period work” is very much of its time. To our
post-historically-informed ears, these words are close to meaningless. If we
are to believe Harry Haskell, who argues that the early music revival was
largely a result of the proliferation of small, independent record companies
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Plate 6: The Murderer in Autograph
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and expansion of electronic media just before and after the war,12 we may place
Mathieson at this turning point, and his vocabulary betrays this. Mathieson
continues, describing the switch to full orchestra:
After a section of this realistic music, a full symphony orchestra of some
fifty players takes up the theme as the camera moves around to show
the reactions of the King. The camera, taking in a full orbit in its movements, re-focuses on the actors and the music reverts to the small group
of instrumentalists.13

This is a concise description of the scene but once again his language
invites a certain level of unpacking. What does he mean by “realistic music”?
Either he is referring to the diegetic nature of the music coming from the
little band of players up in the gallery, or he uses the term because there is
no word that he can use to describe music that is in some way historicallyinformed. I suspect the former to be his principal intention, but he might be
using the phrase in both senses. Either way, “realistic” is a word which could
only have been used in an age before historical performance practice became
mainstream and also, crucially, before film music studies as an academic
discipline took hold in the consciousness of film musicians.
Hans Keller, in a short article on this scene written in 1948 (the year of
the film’s release), also uses the term ‘realistic’ without question but ventures
to add further analysis of the score with regard to its relationship with the
photography:
[…] the alternation, within one and the same piece of music, of ‘realistic’
period music (for a violin-less chamber ensemble) accompanying the play
within the play with ‘background’ music (for full orchestra) interpreting
the reactions of Claudius and the rest of the Players’ audience, points the
way to new forms and textures of dramatic music based on the camera’s
capacity to concentrate, at any given moment, on any part(s) of the total
stage picture.14

Keller highlights Walton’s keen visual sensitivity, and opens the debate
up to include not only the diegetic modes of Oliver’s scene but also the empathetic / anempathetic divide that might be found in Walton’s music. Whether
the orchestral music in the score is fully empathetic with Hamlet’s anxiety
or with Claudius’s fear is not clear cut, but Keller’s remarks make us aware
that even the possibility of such questions about the craft of film scoring were
relatively new in 1948; he positions Walton as a kind of screen-music pioneer.
12
13
14
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Suffice to say that the use of the Murderer theme locates the music more fully
in Claudius’s half of the empathy sphere, being as he is fully aware of what
Hamlet only suspects (the “realistic” music of the on-stage minstrels might
be heard as outside this empathetic mode). Keller takes this view further by
pointing out that the Murderer theme is used not only for the player murderer
but also for the effect of the play upon the king:
[…] even the best Hollywood composer would just automatically have
re-used the music from the early flashback showing Claudius’s murder,
for underlining the corresponding ‘murder’ in the Players’ performance –
which would have been the typical leitmotivic tautology such as I witness
thrice a week in Leicester Square. Walton, however, utilizes the flashback
material in his interpretation of Claudius’s reactions to the poisoning of
the actor-king, thus impressing upon us, more vividly than the picture itself could do, that the King (Claudius) is overwhelmed by the thought of
his own deed.15

Walton arguably takes a primarily visual cue, since the camera lingers
intermittently on Claudius during this scene, and Shakespeare breaks the tension with his line: “Give me some light: – away!” The exclamation breaks a
period of screen-time that is largely filled with the music of the players and
the non-diegetic orchestral score. Much responsibility is thus placed on Walton here. Claudia Gorbman wrote insightfully about music in the silent era,
and the following is the third justification she offers for the presence of music
in the early cinema:
It had important semiotic functions in the narrative: encoded according
to late nineteenth-century conventions, it provided historical, geographical, and atmospheric setting, it helped depict and identify characters and
qualify actions. Along with intertitles, its semiotic functions compensated
for the characters’ lack of speech.16

Perhaps this helps us to locate Walton’s approach here – Olivier has chosen to remove all of the dialogue from the players’ scene (at least all of the
players’ lines; he leaves occasional exchanges and asides from the watching
characters) and simply present a dumb show, and what we get in effect is a
silent film. Walton – himself “encoded according to late nineteenth-century
conventions”, reverts to his inner early musician to guide the audio-viewer
through the sequence.
Exactly what form Walton’s inner early musician took must be explored
and, to a certain extent, debunked. The placing of this score at a turning point
15
16
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in the revival has already been mentioned. It may be no accident that Olivier’s
wartime movie, Henry V, and the post-war Hamlet are period pieces (as opposed to present-day adaptations). John Butt has discussed what he calls the
“trauma thesis” of the history of the early music revival, which identifies each
successive wave of historicism in music as coming after a period of national
turmoil, particularly in France and Britain.17 It may be that Walton was aware
of the revival, a twitching presence in the corner of his musical universe, and
a symptom of the emerging heritage industry of post-war Britain. It is far
more likely, however, that the more immediate influence of neo-classicism
was the primary impetus of the ‘historical’ elements of his film music, and
by implication these should not be termed ‘historical’ at all, but – to agree
with Richard Taruskin – must be seen as more akin with modernism than
backward-looking sentiment.18 Herbert Howells once described the appeal
of Walton’s contrapuntal writing as “the quieter voice of modernity”,19 and
indeed the more we learn about Walton’s music, the more Arnold Schoenberg emerges as a key figure in his development. The latter’s Pierrot Lunaire
(1912) is a work that was simultaneously ground-breaking and backwardlooking, and we know that it infused Walton’s sensibilities if not necessarily his musical language. With this in mind, in the play scene of Hamlet a
new group of ghosts thus becomes visible, including that of Stravinsky, and
particularly the spirit of Pulcinella (1920), also beloved by Walton; in the bitonality common in this score we can also hear the imprint of Hindemith, in
this scene particularly the Hindemith of Nobilissima Visione (1938), a work
which took antiquated dance forms and transformed them by retaining rhythmic tropes but deploying an extended, sub-expressionistic harmonic palette;
a trace of Prokofiev’s Classical Symphony (1917) can be discerned for the
same reasons. The music that looms most potently over the play scene of
Hamlet is that of the classically-informed Maurice Ravel. His use of dance
forms, like Hindemith’s, retains structural unity but explores his own harmonic sound-world within such constraints; the neat sequences of Le Tombeau de Couperin (1917), for example, inform Walton’s music here perhaps
more than any other single work. Much of this comes down to the modal flavour of the music, adorned as it is with ornamentation and phrasal flourishes.
Ravel had been a profound influence on Walton since the Englishman’s early
Piano Quartet (1922), and indeed Walton’s possible contextualisation within
the musical – if not the social – circle of the French avant-garde of Darius
Milhaud, Eric Satie and others has been recognized by some.20 Again, one
should be careful not to underestimate the fact that Walton was more likely
17
18
19
20

Butt, Playing With History, pp. 164–166.
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to be attracted by Ravel’s modernism than his backward-looking tendencies:
the same relationship that Scott Messing recognizes between Ravel and Debussy. He says of Ravel’s neo-classical work that “like Debussy’s youthful
pieces, these compositions owe less to the eighteenth century specifically
than to older contemporaries.”21
Hamlet retains Walton’s neo-classicism as a stylistic tendency, despite
– and perhaps as a result of – his obligation to indulge in “stylistic shorthand” at certain moments. The same Walton who we later find in the Symphony No. 2 (1960), and indeed all the way back to Façade (1922) is evident
here. Something about the atmosphere that is created in the play scene is
peculiarly Waltonian. Constant Lambert was aware of the significance of the
1942 performance of Façade, which was paired with a second-half airing of
Pierrot Lunaire (1912), describing it as “a Lieder recital that has taken the
wrong turning”;22 Tim Barringer notes that both pieces began as “a scandal
in a drawing room”, that is, both works had mildly controversial first airings, Façade’s own (private) premiere literally taking place in the Sitwells’
house.23 Much has been made of the reported hostile reaction to the piece at
its first public airing the following year, and Barringer largely attributed this
myth to the Sitwells’ desire for a premiere of a similar magnitude to that of
Stravinsky’s Le Sacre du Printemps (1913) and Satie’s Parade (1917).24 All
of this may have been going through Walton’s mind as he viewed the play
scene in Hamlet for the first time: a performance creating turbulence in the
onlookers, and outrage in the surrounding community. Furthermore, film has
always offered for many a platform for Gesamtkunstwerk, a concept that had
indeed hovered largely unrealised around Walton’s work since Façade. For
this reason the spectre of modernism may have been reinforced by Hamlet,
and hence the move away from a specifically early music approach.
Mention should be made of the use of the musical directions that Shakespeare himself made in the text of the play scene. As the king and queen
enter with their courtiers to see the players perform, Shakespeare gives the
following direction:
Danish march. Flourish
Trumpets and kettledrums
Enter the King and Queen, Polonius, Ophelia, Rosencrantz, Guildenstern,
and other lords attendant, with the guard carrying torches25

John H. Long has identified a particular appropriateness in the constant
21
22
23
24
25
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use throughout the play of the trumpet call, or “flourish” when heralding the
entrance of the king; it is, he suggests, a signifier of Claudius’s hypocrisy,
his ill motives hidden by a show of grandeur. Long draws our attention to
an earlier moment in the play, not shown in Olivier’s film, when the players
arrive at Elsinore:
Then the trumpets sound as though, with their signal for royal entrance,
the king himself is approaching. Instead, in comes a company of wandering players. It seems odd that the players should be announced by a royal
flourish; usually the trumpets sound before a performance, but not for the
players outside their playhouses […] [It] seems that this flourish is closely
allied both with the hypocrisy of the king – hence the royal flourish – and
with the professional hypocrites, the players […]26

In choosing to leave this moment out of the film, Olivier left Walton no
choice but to apply much the same process to the opening of the play scene, as
the king, queen and courtiers arrive. A strong, bright fanfare is heard as the
torches descend the stairs (at the moment Shakespeare calls for the Danish
March), and we might learn from Long’s commentary here again:
This episode is the turning point of the play, and for it Shakespeare pulled
out all the stops, including the musical resources available and appropriate
to the scene. The “Danish March” marshals Claudius to the revelation of
his secret guilt, hidden until this occasion. The formal processional entry
of king and court is contrived to form a dramatic contrast with the swirling
confusion as Claudius interrupts the play and stumbles off the stage to the
music of Hamlet’s wild song snatches.27

Olivier and his director of photography, Desmond Dickinson, would
have approved of Long’s use of the word “swirling”, given the beautifully
executed, spinning long shot that forms the centrepiece of the construction of
this scene. The fanfare itself does indeed contrast with the following action,
in that it is almost emotionally neutral, far too martial in flavour for any clues
to be gleaned about the chaos that is to follow. In many ways it conforms
to Long’s thesis in that it sets up an atmosphere of formality which must
then inevitably be unravelled. Walton’s gradual paring-down of the musical
texture from the fanfare, through the Entry of the Players to the dumb-show
music, contributes to the idea that the grandeur of the King is being analysed
by Hamlet and effectively destroyed.
William Walton’s approach to the play scene of Hamlet has been analysed
here as more a product of a modernist aesthetic than anything particularly in
26
27
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tune with the first stirrings of the revival. His background as a composer very
much allied with the French avant-garde, and his association with artistic circles who consciously placed themselves within the modernist orbit informed
his use of an early music idiom. This mode of composition is not a historicist
one but a look at period music through the lens of the new; the role of the
neo-classicists in this context is essential. Furthermore, Walton was a natural
screen composer, having responded to visual stimuli throughout his career;
he understood the concept of diegesis to the extent that here he manipulates it
expertly to match the cinematography. I have noted Hans Keller’s early recognition of Walton’s sophistication in his film work, especially with regard to
the particular scene under scrutiny, analysed the wording of passages in Muir
Mathieson’s writing on the subject, and identified the composer’s possible
sources of inspiration. Walton’s work is full of ghosts – but they only serve
to enrich the music.
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Duh stare glasbe v Waltonovem Hamletu
Povzetek
Razprava preučuje slogovne elemente stare glasbe v partituri Williama
Waltona za sceno Mišelovke (oz. igre v igri) v filmu Hamlet, ki ga je leta 1948
režiral Laurence Olivier. Ob tem se zastavlja vprašanje, do kolikšne mere
je razvoj historične izvajalske prakse vplival na komponiranje glasbe v tem
filmu oz. ali je mogoče med vplivi na filmsko glasbo Hamleta najti še druge
dejavnike, neodvisne od procesa oživljanja historicistične prakse.
Glasba Hamleta je nastala v času, preden se je zares začelo masovno
oživljanje historične izvajalske prakse, a do določene mere že izraža tendenco po vključitvi historične zavesti. Skladatelj je zelo veliko pozornosti namenil instrumentaciji ter vlogi glasbenikov v gledališču, predvsem v prizoru
Mišelovke. Zato je vzajemna igra med diegetičnim in nediegetičnim načinom
izvajanja glasbe (glasbo, ki jo izvajajo igralci, in glasbo, ki komentira dogajanje od zunaj) v partituri izjemno prefinjena.
Ne nazadnje pričujoča razprava vključuje tudi raziskavo domnevno
še bolj pomembnega dejavnika – vpliva neoklasicizma v glasbi starejših
evropskih sodobnikov Hamleta. Analitično je predstavljeno tudi kritično in
deskriptivno pisanje o partituri Muira Mathiesona in Hansa Kellerja. Obenem članek na kratko obravnava tudi splošno uporabo glasbe v drami Hamlet, njene implikacije za obravnavano sceno ter Waltonov pristop do tega
problema.
Translation / Prevod: Katarina Šter
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